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Oliver Herring, Nick, 2019. Courtesy of the artist and BANK.

More than 200 galleries from around the world are participating in the
Frieze Art Fair’s inaugural online viewing rooms, which opened to VIPs
on Wednesday, will open to the general public on Friday, and will be
Oliver Herring, Nick, 2019. Courtesy of the artist and BANK.
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-10-best-booths-frieze-new-york-online
accessible through May 15th. ey’re an alternative to the British fair’s
annual New York edition on Randall’s Island, which was canceled this
year due to COVID-19. Unusual presentations and special sections
enliven the platform, including October Gallery’s selection of spooky
spray paintings (and a door riddled with bullet holes) by famed writer
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-10-best-booths-frieze-new-york-online

More than 200 galleries from around the world are participating in the
Frieze Art Fair’s inaugural online viewing rooms, which opened to VIPs
on Wednesday, will open to the general public on Friday, and will be
accessible through May 15th. ey’re an alternative to the British fair’s
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annual New York edition on Randall’s Island, which was canceled this
year due to COVID-19. Unusual presentations and special sections
enliven the platform, including October Gallery’s selection of spooky
spray paintings (and a door riddled with bullet holes) by famed writer
and ne’er-do-well William S. Burroughs, and a “Chicago Tribute” sector
featuring work by female artists from Chicago—including
Gertrude Abercrombie, Evelyn Statsinger, and
Molly Zuckerman-Hartung, to name a few.
While some repeat fair visitors will miss the water taxi ride and the sight
of the mighty Frieze tent, others will �nd solace browsing the rich
oﬀerings from the comfort of their home, wearing pajamas and slippers
instead of their art-world uniforms. Here are our favorites from the
fair’s virtual booths.

Donald Ellis Gallery
With works by indigenous cultures of the Great Plains
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Attributed to Nokkoist (aka Bear's Heart), Southern Cheyenne, Central Plains, ca. 1875-78. Courtesy of
Attributed to Nokkoist (aka Bear's Heart), Southern Cheyenne, Central Plains, ca. 1875-78. Courtesy of
Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.
Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.
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New York’s Donald Ellis Gallery is showing some of the fair’s oldest
handshake
between two teepees. To the contemporary viewer, the works
Search Artsy
objects:
19th-century works on paper (and one on muslin) by
oﬀer insights into the styles, con�icts, and communities of another era.
indigenous peoples from the Great Plains. e displayed “Ledger
drawings” helped people of the Lakota, Crow, Arapaho, and Cheyenne
tribes record history, sinceDonald
they Ellis
hadGallery
no written language. e
compositions feature warriors
on horseback,
View Slideshow
5 Images a patchwork train roaring
across a verdant plain, bands of marching gures, and a quiet
handshake between two teepees. To the contemporary viewer, the works
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-10-best-booths-frieze-new-york-online
oﬀer insights into the styles, conflicts, and communities of another era.
“Ledger drawings chronicle a tumultuous and important chapter of the
history of this country from an indigenous point of view,” said Donald
Ellis, who’s selling the drawings for �gures between $5,500 and
$250,000 (for the work on muslin). Paper only became available to the
Great Plains tribes in the 19th century, through trade. “ese
extraordinary works of art capture time and place in a way that is
immediate and honest and quite unlike anything else I have
encountered,” Ellis said. “It has been my intention to give them the
audience they deserve.” e gallery will donate 20 percent of all sales to
the Center for American Indian Health, the NYC COVID-19
Emergency Relief Fund, or City Meals on Wheels, depending on the
purchaser’s preference.
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the Center for American Indian Health, the NYC COVID-19
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Olga de Amaral

Riscos y oro 2 [Crags and gold 2], 1985
Richard Saltoun
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Marc Straus, who’s exhibiting works priced between $10,000 and
$20,000 (for a pair of baby bottles nestled in ballet slippers) to between
$100,000 and $250,000 (for a major installation).
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While Pondick has had dozens of solo museum shows throughout her
5/11/2020 career, her market history is more checkered.
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New Yorkbegan
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Before
showing her work, she showed with Sonnabend Gallery (which didn’t
participate in art fairs) and Galerie addaeus Ropac. Pondick’s work
rarely goes to auction, and she can take years to resolve a new body of
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-10-best-booths-frieze-new-york-online
work. Yet Straus himself has supported Pondick for three decades—he
said he purchased the rst major work Pondick ever sold: an installation
titled Little Bathers (1990), made up of 500 small pink balls embedded
with fake teeth. “We’ve been good friends since,” said the gallerist.

Hauser & Wirth
With works by Lorna Simpson, Larry Bell, Anj Smith, Paul McCarthy, Mika Rottenberg,
Rita Ackermann, Nicolas Party, Henry Taylor, Simone Leigh, Jenny Holzer, George Condo,
Rashid Johnson, Mary Heilmann, Tasekada Matsutani, Bharti Kher, Avery Singer,
Matthew Day Jackson, Luchita Hurtado, Phyllida Barlow, Jakub Julian Ziolkowski, and
Stefan Brugemann
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Red (Hyper-Poem Lockdown), 2020
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possibilities of the moment. “It’s a unique opportunity to invite viewers
into the private worlds of the artists—a very special experience at this
time—and something that can only be done in digital format,” he said.
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Iman Raad, Pensive Bird in the Dusk, 2020. © Iman Raad. Courtesy of Dastan’s Basement.
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Iman Raad, Bittersweet, 2020. © Iman Raad. Courtesy of Dastan’s Basement.

She noted that while Raad is interested in digital glitch imagery
(inspired by screens gone wonky), the Iranian-born, New York–based
artist wants to remain “completely authentic and loyal to his heritage
and background.” e digital and the ancient comingle comfortably in
his compositions, which are priced between $2,500 for a print and
$12,500 for paintings.
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-10-best-booths-frieze-new-york-online
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Iman Raad’s bold, lush paintings are a balm for a rainy day. Fruits,
knives, owers, and ames in sunny yellows and pinks pop against his
unprimed canvases, glass, plywood, and copper plates. Raad embraces a
ornamentation” helps create “an immersive experience,” said gallery
representative Sheida Ellini.

Marina Weﬀort’s unusual process involves removing threads from
pastel-hued, tight-knit weavings. e results are delicate textiles that
privilege lightness and negative space over heft and presence. Weﬀort
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Marina We ort, Untitled, from “Tecidos” series, 2017.
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Oliver Herring, David W. (2), 2020. Courtesy of the artist and BANK.
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Oliver Herring, Mike P., 2019. Courtesy of the artist and BANK.
Oliver Herring, Mike P., 2019. Courtesy of the artist and BANK.
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Despite the two-dimensional restrictions of the online viewing room,
New York gallery Casey Kaplan has opted to create a virtual “sculpture
garden” in its Frieze booth. e presentation features playful, vibrant
works composed of a vast array of materials—metal, wood, dresses,
silicone, marble, shoes, and much more. Kevin Beasley’s Untitled
Artsy, p.28
(2018), priced at $175,000, is made of resin-coated clothing, giving
heft to worn garments with histories of their own. Sarah Crowner’s sets
of marble wings (both from 2020 and priced at $25,000) similarly turn
a uttering form into solid, earthbound art. In such ways, the gallery is
showcasing works by artists across generations and locales, teasing out
conceptual and formal connections.
Kaplan and his team worked on the “sculpture garden” for months.

Casey Kaplan
“Despite the
challenges we are all facing in the transition to various online
View felt
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platforms, we
it was5 important
to execute our original vision,” Kaplan

said. “A thoughtful selection of images, descriptive texts, and booth
renderings help to gently guide visitors through an imagined space of
their own creation.”
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